SAP ArchiveLink / HTTP Content Server
Product features and benefits
¬¬ Improves overall SAP system
performance and reduces cost
by archiving SAP application
and BW data as per your ILM
Strategy
¬¬ Offers BW and BW on SAP
HANA Near Line Storage
functionality
¬¬ Improve user productivity and
efficiency of SAP business processes by providing integrated/
linked SAP content (ILM)
¬¬ Fully scalable from small Archives to Petabytes of storage
space
¬¬ Meets regulatory and legal
requirements for data storage
¬¬ CertoStore makes use of the
proven MatrixStore object
storage system
¬¬ No need for expensive and
time consuming additional
backups: secure Disk based
storage with default dual protection and optional remote
replication
¬¬ SAP Platform and Database
independent
¬¬ Hardware independent interface
¬¬ CertoStore makes use of the
proven MatrixStore object
storage system
¬¬ No need for expensive and
time consuming additional
backups: secure Disk based
storage with default dual protection and optional remote
replication
¬¬ SAP Platform and Database
independent
¬¬ Hardware independent interface

C

ertoStore offers the MatrixStore storage system to SAP customers
with a SAP HTTP Content Server interface.

MatrixStore is a highly secure disk-based storage platform designed to protect digital assets in an automated, repeatable and regulated manner.
It is a safe place to protect data and a secure storage platform for all data that
need to be archived or stored offline or near line.
CertoStore will lower your Company’s total cost of ownership (TCO) by
storing your archived data, BW NLS data, documents, etc. on secure disk
which does not require to be backed up because of its secure nature.
CertoStore uses the HTTP Content Server Interface which integrates seamlessly with your ILM Strategy for SAP ECC and SAP BW.
MatrixStore offer the following important benefits:
¬¬ Self Healing Clustered Architecture: Reduces management overheads
and processes. Automatically re-protects the data in the event of hardware failure.
¬¬ MatrixStore runs on Non-Proprietary Off-the-shelf hardware
¬¬ 99.999% Data Availability: Hardware and data redundancy providing
fail-over at every level.
¬¬ Scalable Capacity: Start small and grow your MatrixStore cluster as your
data grows.
¬¬ Self Managing : MatrixStore manages the location, availability and protection of the data so you don’t have to.

SAP ArchiveLink / HTTP Content Server
CertoStore proposed solution
¬¬ No need for an additional backup process and administration
¬¬ GRC compliant
¬¬ Fully scalable up to Petabytes
¬¬ OS and Hardware independent Java interface
¬¬ MatrixStore also runs on HP Servers
Migration from EMC Centera SAP ArchiveLink / HTTP Content Server is possible
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